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The Brazilian Journal of Social and Labour Economics (BJSLE) is an electronic scientific journal,
published in a continuous flow, created in 2019 at the Center for Labour Economics and Trade Unionism
(CESIT) of the Institute of Economics, hosted in the Portal of Scientific Electronic Journals of UNICAMP.
It is a journal of international circulation, whose mission is to disseminate academic analysis and
reflections written in Portuguese, English, French or Spanish. Access to all texts is free.
BJSLE publishes unpublished and original articles in two subareas: Social Economics and Labour
Economics. The focus is the publication of articles that present academic research results or contribute
to the understanding of theoretical debate, as well as critical reviews of books published in one of these
two subareas. Priority will be given to articles that stimulate academic debate and critical reflection at
national and international levels, based on original research, motivating the exchange of ideas and
contributing to the dissemination of knowledge produced from academic research of theoretical or
empirical nature.
All information about BJSLE's editorial policy, as well as guidelines for authors, are available at the
following address:
https://econtents.bc.unicamp.br/inpec/index.php/rbest/index
BJSLE is structured in three sections: original article, dossier and review. Submissions must be made on
the platform. There is no charge for fees.

Dossier 2020: Call for papers
Inequality in Contemporary Capitalism
Inequality is one of the central issues today. The increase in income inequality, both in developed and
developing countries, has been accompanied by greater heterogeneity in work and greater inequality in
several social areas.
BJSLE invites researchers to submit articles that critically address the theme of Income Inequality,
discussing its determinants in particular contexts or proposing international comparisons. The aim is to
provide quality reflections that address issues related to the dynamics of the contemporary economy,
the different institutional arrangements and/or national public policies.
Articles can be submitted until July 31, 2020.
Additional information can be requested by email: rbest.unicamp@gmail.com

